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The trick to living.... - Kim Stanford. The answers are in this publication.. truly living and not just
existing starts around.if we wish optimum health, body and mind. Chef Alain Braux can not only
guidebook you how exactly to achieve a healthy mind and body but his delicious and healthy
recipes may also help heal your body with joyous food. Despite the steady growth of healthcare
professions, we, as a society continue to become even more ill because of over prepared and
bioengineered foods the answer is so simple. So fundamental.. It really is a choice. His book will
lead to lower cholesterol, renewed energy and vitality that you thought you lost! In the event that
you buy one book on what nutrition and good food can transform your life, this is it! We are what
we consume. Co-Author of Gluten Freedom Chef Alain Braux is certainly a French authorized chef
and a nutritherapist - a nutritionist that helps his clients with assorted food allergies live a
normal life through healing foods recommendations.
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Wonderful book I really like this book. It's very informative, very easy to read and contains a great
deal of great recipes.! How exactly to decrease your cholesterol with French Gourmet Food a
practical guide.. Sandra my partner had just returned from the Doctor with news that her
cholesterol was high and had a need to come straight down by a significant degree. Other than
that, loved this book!!Alain begins telling the reader on the subject of his life, how a French chef
ended up in Austin Texas and goes on to tell you about his cholesterol experience, obviously it
was high. Simple little things that are so easy to adjust inside our daily lives. Plainly written the
recipes have become easy to follow with step by step instructions that actually I could follow. It
includes great concepts on healthier ways to select and prepare foods. I can't wait to try the
dishes. It is obvious that the majority of hard function went in to the book. I recommend it. How
to Lower your Cholesterol with French Gourmet Meals. A Review ofHow to lessen your
Cholesterol with French Gourmet Food.By Chef Alain Braux C.E.M.C., C.P.B. B.S. Holistic
NutritionI made the mistake of thinking this is going to be a cook book, you understand the sort,
page after page of quality recipes, weighed and measured ingredients and what to do with them,
boy was I therefore totally wrong about that. Brilliant Reserve ! There and he made a decision to
lower it, not with drugs or medication but by using good meals, prepared well. Oh no I could here
you say, any food that lowers cholesterol will flavor like straw, not so with Alain's recipes, that is
exactly the reaction he doesn't need. Buying locally created fresh meat and vegetables, and
organic and humanely raised (for me personally). Chef Alain Braux shows us that even items we
thought were ok, aren't, if they're overcooked or micro waved, or actually hard boiled eggs.. He
then goes on to detail the majority of the well understand foods we all eat but explains how to
cook them in a way to keep in all of the nutrients and good stuff that it is very easy to lose or
eliminate by over cooking or by cooking in the wrong way.I would recommend this book for
everyone whether your trying to control your cholesterol or not really! Along the way with a little
bit of humour Alain destroys some of the myths encircling certain foods. I love the meal
recommendations, and weekly planning guide. Not as a difficult and fast rule but to provide the
reader some help with how exactly to have tasty food during the day which is also good for you.
Choose the locally grown misshapen tomato or apple which has got no pesticides sprayed on it.
It is very educating and entertaining. It's a revelation and it's fun. Actually enjoyed this book.
Provencal Lamb Stew with White Wine (I am a confirmed meat eater).Wolfy/bookreviewdude
Cooking 101 syllabus The Food preparation 101 courses which will be taught more and more as
time goes on should include this brilliant book within their syllabuses.I just wish the writer wrote
a bit more about wines and its own importance in French cooking food and French cuisine..
Arrived just at the proper time.As I said best at the beginning, this is not just a simple cook book;
it really is more of a guide to changing your life style to market your own good wellness. While I
think it will be difficult to follow Alain's assistance to the letter, in the event that you just follow
some of his advice I really believe you will see your cholesterol amount dropping and along the
way you'll end up being eating the right tasty grub too. Chef Alain Braux shows us how we could
make delicious appetising foods that fulfill and don't leave us starving and in need of a snack
half an hour later. A Keeper for your bookshelf! Chef Alaine offers provided a mountain filled with
details and easy to follow recipes to greatly help control ones cholesterol. He offers assistance
on which foods are beneficial and how to include them into your daily menu's along with the
foods that you should totally prevent completely!What I must say i enjoyed about Mr Braux's
publication was how smoothly it go through and not just like a reading a boring nutritional
manuel or healthfood publication and how he explains everything in humerous and simple terms
so it could be easily go through and understood by anybody. He even provides purchasing tips to



make sure you just obtain the freshest and best products. It's a great and helpful reserve to add
to your shelf! I do believe this book ought to be read by school and college students, to make
them alert to what they are performing to their bodies. With an agreeable and charming writing
style, Alain Braux delivers what North America's cooks, restaurants, and school cafeterias
*should* be providing, but don't: a totally healthy and tasty option to our overweight tradition.His
analysis is in-depth and thorough. His presentation style makes it is easy to soak up, even for
this dude. Alain will go onto suggest a sensible eating regime from breakfast until dinner for just
one week.. I didn't understand that. it takes the idea to an extremely practical level we can all
use.Did you know that there are now more people in the world croaking from diseases caused by
obesity than by starvation? Alain is definitely in the front lines of those doing fight for the sake of
the world. In the first part of the book, Chef Braux lays out not merely what foods we ought to
limit or simply avoid entirely.Five stars Alain - great job. I could go on. Alain's Portobello Farcis
au Jambon. Use it and live longer.. An ideal basic cooking book Delicious recipes with a
Mediterranean flare,some tact,honesty,humor,useful advices and great website references are
the perfect cocktail for a total book which should be the cooking base utilized by every family to
eat healthy,grow well, stay in good shape while respecting the planet earth,pets,food and oneself.
"BON APPETIT" This is Must, perhaps it must be in the Curriculum at school In this day and age
when we see so very much obesity, due to the convenience foods found in the supermarkets and
the fast food outlets, I think this book ought to be a must for every youngster (start young, maybe
they will see the light). The truth is you should try to lower your LDL number and boost your HDL
number. Soft boiled eggs are better for you and your digestion. I think this is an excellent book!
This book is fun to read while it is showing us the pitfalls and how exactly to chose food.The first
two thirds of the book explain the reasons why LDL cholesterol is harmful to you, and why HDL
cholesterol is good for you. Folks are now becoming aware of all of the junk and hormones
pumped into meals to produce "larger and better searching".The last third of the book are Alain's
recipes. Buy this book A reference book, a meal planning resource, and a cook book - all under
one roofing.My rating 5 superstars out of 5. Excellent read...great dishes!! Even though you don't
cook or do not have time to follows these amazing recipes, it's just enjoyable to go through the
pages and read read go through. Ham-stuffed Portobello Mushrooms are especially delicious as
was his Daube Provençale d'Agneau au Vin Blanc. The 1st half was a comprehensive and quite
readable help to good diet.A definite must-have for anyone who loves cooking food, and needs a
nudge in the right direction if their wasteline - or cholesteral numbers - are a small to high..
Forget about food-based epidemics need pass through the united states. The last section of the
reserve includes an excellent selection of healthy but delicious recipes. He also points out how
numerous kinds of planning can improve or degrade the nutritional value of our food, (for
instance, deep frying vs broiling). He then provides examples of healthy but flavorful meal
programs.he also points out the foods that may enhance a healthy diet plan. We have already
tried some of the dishes, and we've liked them! Chef Braux has written an excellent guide to show
us how eating could be both healthful and exciting at the same time!
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